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प्राक्कथन 

 

मेट्रो रेल एक ऐसा समाधान है जो शहर की आबादी के आकार से सबंंधधत है। यह एक लोकप्रप्रय 
धारणा है कक पााँच लाख की आबादी से कम वाला शहर मेट्रो के दायरे में नहीं आता है। हाल के 
वर्षों में, ददल्ली मेट्रो जो राज्य के उद्यमों में से एक है, को यात्रियों को सफलतापूववक अपनी 
सेवाएं देने के ललए एक उदाहरण के रूप में उद्धतृ ककया जा सकता है। 
 
मेट्रो रेल के ननमावण में भारी मशीनरी भूलमगत और ऊंचे मागों के ललए प्रयुक्त की जा रही हैं। 
भूलमगत जगह बनान े के ललए, टनल बोररगं मशीन जो हाल के वर्षों में प्रवकलसत की गई है, 
अन्य पारंपररक तरीकों की तुलना में यह सुरक्षित और अधधक आधथवक सुरंग खोदने के ललए एक 
बेहतर समाधान प्रदान करती है। भारी वजन उठान ेके उपकरणों और चललत वाहनों सदहत अन्य 
मशीनरी का योगदान भी महत्व रखता है। 
 
यह उम्मीद की जाती है कक यह हैंडबुक, ननमावण गनतप्रवधधयों में लगे भारतीय रेल लसप्रवल 
इंजीननयररगं तकनीकी कमवचाररयों के ललए काफी उपयोगी सात्रबत होगी। 
 
केमटेक, ग्वाललयर                      (ए.आर. तुपे)   
31 माचव, 2015             कायवकारी ननदेशक 

  

 

  



           

  

  

FFOORREEWWOORRDD  
 

A metro rail is just one solution that is related to the size of the city’s 

population. There is a popular perception that towns with less than a five lakh 

population do not merit a metro. In recent years, Delhi Metro is one of the state 

ventures, which can be cited as an example for successfully delivering its 

services to the commuters.  

 

In construction of metro rail, heavy machineries are being used for underground 

and elevated routes. For creating underground space, the tunnel boring machine 

that has been developed in recent years, has provided a solution to the 

tunnelling work making it safe and more economic as compared to other 

conventional methods. Other machineries including heavy lifting appliances and 

moving vehicles have gained importance.   

 

It is expected that the handbook will be quite helpful to civil engineering 

technical staff of Indian Railways engaged in construction activity. 

 

                   

         

CAMTECH/Gwalior                       (A.R. Tupe)  

31, March 2015                                                   Executive Director  

  



           

  

  

भूलमका 
 

प्रवलभन्न नई तकनीकों और पररयोजना प्रबंधन रणनीनत की तैनाती का उपयोग, मेगा पैमान ेकी 
पररयोजनाओ ंको शरुू करने हेत ु संभव हुआ है। उच्च यंिीकृत सुरंग खोदने के तरीकों में जैस े
सुरंग खोदने वाली मशीनों (Tunnel Boring Machines), जजन्हें आमतौर पर मेट्रो रेल के ननमावण 
में उपयोग ककया जाता है, को  दनुनया भर में अच्छी तरह से बहुत ही उच्च सुरंग खोदने की दर 
को प्राप्त करने के ललए जाना जाता है। पररयोजनाओं में TBMs को अपनाने पर  पररयोजना 
ननधावररत समय अनुसूची के भीतर काफी तेजी से पूरी हो सकती है। टीबीएम एक लागत प्रभावी 
और पारंपररक ड्रिललगं और ब्लास्ट प्रवधध (डी बी एम) की तुलना में, तेजी से एक प्रवकल्प के रूप 
में सात्रबत हुई और जजसे चट्टान के ककसी भी प्रकार के ललए आसानी से उपयुक्त पाया गया है। 
टीबीएम के पि में सबस ेसकारात्मक कारकों में से एक, बड़ी चट्टान के आसपास  त्रबना बहुत 
अशांनत के तेजी से और आसान टनललगं कायव है। यह लाभ कुछ हद तक उच्च पंूजी लागत की 
भरपाई के रूप में देखा जाता है। उन्नत प्रौद्योधगकी के आगमन के साथ, टी बी एम अब चट्टानों 
और भूगभीय जस्थनत की व्यापक प्रवप्रवधता के ललए इस्तेमाल की जा सकती है। भारत में अधधक 
से अधधक पररयोजनाओ ंको पारंपररक तकनीक की अपेिा, टीबीएम तकनीक के उपयोग से ककया 
जा रहा है।  

 

“मेट्रो रेल के ननमावण में भारी मशीनरी के उपयोग” पर इस पुजस्तका को ननम्न उद्देश्य के साथ 
तैयार ककया गया है - 

 

 लसप्रवल संरचनाओं के ननमावण और रखरखाव गनतप्रवधधयों में लगे भारतीय रेल लसप्रवल 
इंजीननयररगं स्टाफ (एसएसई / जईे) के ज्ञान का प्रसार हेत।ु 

 भारी मशीनरी जैसे सुरंग के इस्तेमाल में आने वाली टनल बोररगं मशीन तथा प्रवलभन्न 
उपकरण, वाहन, आदद जो कक भारी उपकरणों को उठाने एवं एक स्थान से दसूरे स्थान ले 
जाने में इस्तेमाल होते हैं, से पररधचत कराने हेतु। 

 टीबीएम जजसमें प्रवलभन्न भाग जैसे कक कटरहेड, फं्रट और लमड्रडल शील्ड (बड़ ेआकार के 
धातु लसलेंडर), टैल जस्कन, कंक्रीट लसगमेंट इरेक्टर, बैकअप लसस्टम, आदद शालमल रहत ेहैं 
का कायव लसद्धांत वणवन करना। 

 

यह पुजस्तका वैधाननक नहीं है और इसमें दी गई सामग्री, लसप्रवल इंजीननयररगं तकनीकी 
कमवचाररयों के ज्ञान प्रसार हेतु है। ककसी न ककसी रूप में अधधकांश डटेा और सूचना या अन्य, 
सादहत्य सवेिण तथा इंटरनेट खोज पर आधाररत है। अधधक गहराई से जानकारी के ललए, इस 
प्रवर्षय पर उपलब्ध प्रासंधगक सादहत्य देखा जा सकता है। 
 

हम इस पुजस्तका के आगे सुधार के ललए हमारे पाठकों से ककसी भी सुझाव का स्वागत करत ेहैं। 
 
केमटेक, ग्वाललयर                  (एस.के.सक्सेना)   
30 माचव, 2015          उप ननदेशक/लसप्रवल 



           

  

  

  

((ii))  

PPRREEFFAACCEE  
  

The use of various new technologies and deployment of project management 

strategies has made it possible to undertake projects of mega scale. Highly 

mechanized tunnelling methods like Tunnel Boring Machines, which are commonly 

used in construction of Metro Railways are well known throughout the world for 

achieving very high tunnelling rates. The adoption of TBMs in projects can speed up 

considerably the completion of the project within the stipulated time schedule. The 

TBM has been proved to be a cost effective and faster alternative to conventional 

Drilling and Blast method (DBM) and found suitable for any type of rock with 

varying degree of ease. One of the most positive factors in favour of TBM is faster 

and smooth tunnelling without much disturbance to surrounding rock mass. This 

advantage is somewhat offset by high capital cost. With the advent of advanced 

technology, the TBMs can now be used for wide variety of rocks and geological 

conditions. More and more projects in India are switching to TBM technique over 

conventional technique.   

   

This handbook on 'Use of Heavy Machinery in Construction of Metro Railways' is 

prepared with the objective  

 

 to disseminate the knowledge to the civil engineering staff (SSE/JE) of Indian 

Railways engaged in the construction and maintenance activities of civil 

structures. 

 to get them familiar with the heavy machineries such as tunnel boring machine 

used for tunnelling and various lifting appliances, vehicles, etc. used in lifting and 

moving heavy equipments. 

 to describe working principle of TBM that consists of various parts such as cutter 

head, front shield and middle shield (large sized metal cylinders), tail skin, 

concrete segment erector, backup system, etc.  

 

This handbook is not statutory and contents are only for the purpose of knowledge 

dissemination to the civil engineering technical staff. Most of the data & information 

in some form or the other are based on literature survey and internet search. For more 

in-depth information, the relevant literature available on the subject may be referred.  

 

We welcome any suggestions from our readers for further improvement of this 

handbook. 
 
 

CAMTECH/Gwalior                 (S.K. Saxena)  

30 March, 2015                    Dy. Director/Civil  
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1.0 पररर्य/INTRODUCTION 

 

Highly mechanized tunnelling method like TBM are well known throughout the world for 

achieving very high tunnelling rates and adoption of such methods in our projects can speed up 

considerably the completion of the project within the stipulated time schedule. The use of various 

new technologies and deployment of project management strategies has made it possible to 

undertake projects of mega scale. The metro rail projects, which are meant for developing a Mass 

Rapid Transit System (MRTS), consist of elevated and underground routes that have been 

developed and are presently under construction in metropolis. The construction of underground 

segments involves tunnelling through hard rock strata to sand or anything between them.  

 

Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM), which has been proved to be a cost effective and faster 

alternative to conventional Drilling and Blast method (DBM), has been found suitable for any 

type of rock with varying degree of ease. One of the most positive factors in favour of TBM is 

faster and smooth tunnelling without much disturbance to surrounding rock mass. This advantage 

is somewhat offset by high capital cost. In case of tunnel of significant length, TBM has a 

definite edge over DBM. More and more projects in India are switching to TBM technique over 

conventional technique. 

 

The major project elements are tunnels, underground stations, station-related facilities, 

maintenance and operations yards and buildings, track work, ventilation equipment, and specialty 

systems such as traction power, communications and signalling equipment. For the selected 

alternative, construction would begin simultaneously at several locations along the route, with 

overlapping construction of the various project elements. During peak construction periods, work 

will be underway at several station sites while tunnel excavation progresses concurrently. 

 

It is understood that the conventional methods result in high over breaks leading to time and cost 

overruns, thus depriving the country’s economic benefits. Now, while the focus is on faster 

completion of projects, need for an advanced technology, more particularly in tunnelling, is being 

felt. It is imperative to do safe tunnelling with speed and maximize the rate of advance in 

excavation by adopting modern mechanized method of tunnelling. The geological 

and hydrological information about the soil forms the basis for planning and executing tunnelling 

projects.  

 

With the advent of advanced technology, the TBMs can now be used for wide variety of rocks 

and geological conditions. The most important ground or rock-mechanical parameters for 

designing a tunnel boring machine are: 

  

- grading curve  

- rock/clay mineralogy 

- ground water penetration 

- quality of the rock 

- consistency limits  

- hardness of the rock 
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2.0 सुरंग (टिल) बोररगं मशीि/TUNNEL BORING MACHINE 

 

The tunnel boring machine is a machine which has been developed in recent years and has 

revolutionized the tunnelling industry both making tunnelling a safer, more economic solution 

for creating underground space and opening the possibility of creating tunnels where it was not 

feasible before. The choice of machine to be used depends mainly on the geotechnical 

characteristics of the grounds, on the level of the water table, rock abrasivity, and maximum 

settlement allowed at the surface. Some of these parameters may not be known depending on the 

level of geological information available. Ground conditions vary, sometimes dramatically, along 

the tunnel alignment. The final choice of machine is always a compromise in which one of the 

key parameters is the speed of excavation. 

 

Tunnel Boring Machine is a complete single unit moving factory enabling to do the work such as 

drilling systems, concrete spraying, segment lining, rock supporting etc. A tunnel boring machine 

(TBM) typically consists of one or two shields (large metal cylinders) and trailing support 

mechanisms.  

 

 At the front end of the shield a rotating cutting wheel is located.  

 Behind the cutting wheel there is a chamber, where depending on the type of the TBM, the 

excavated soil is either mixed with slurry (so-called slurry TBM) or left as it is.  

 Behind the chamber there is a set of hydraulic jacks supported by the finished part of the 

tunnel which push the TBM forward. The action here is very much like an earthworm. The 

rear section of the TBM is braced against the tunnel walls and used to push the TBM head 

forward. At maximum extension the TBM head is then braced against the tunnel walls and 

the TBM rear is dragged forward.  

 Behind the shield, inside the finished part of the tunnel, several support mechanisms which 

are part of the TBM can be found: dirt removal, slurry pipelines if applicable, control rooms, 

rails for transport of the precast segments, etc.  

 The cutting wheel will typically rotate at 1 to 10 rpm (depending on size and stratum), cutting 

the rock face into chips or excavating soil (muck). Depending on the type of TBM, the muck 

will fall onto a conveyor belt system and be carried out of the tunnel, or be mixed with slurry 

and pumped back to the tunnel entrance.  

 Depending on rock strata and tunnel requirements, the tunnel may be cased, lined, or left 

unlined. This may be done by bringing in precast concrete sections that are jacked into place 

as the TBM moves forward, by assembling concrete forms, or in some hard rock strata, 

leaving the tunnel unlined and relying on the surrounding rock to handle and distribute the 

load. 

 A caisson system is sometimes formed at the cutting head, which allows workers to go to the 

front of the TBM for inspection, maintenance and repair. If this needs to be done, the workers 

need to be medically cleared for work under pressure (like divers underwater) and to be 

trained in the operation of the locks.  

 

Parts of TBM – A TBM consists of the following main parts: 

 

1. Cutterhead    2. Main drive   3. Front gate 
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4. Stone crusher   5. Suction grid   6. Suction line    

7. Displacement cylinder  8. Rotary coupling  9. Access pipe temporary 

10. Man lock temporary  11. Erector head  12. Erector  

13. Bulk head door   14. Camera   15. Gripper  

16. Man lock    17. Thrust cylinder  18. Segment support device 

19. Drilling line   20. Drilling rig option  21. Tail skin sealing 

22. Inflatable tail skin sealing  23. Excluder spring plate 24. Steering cylinder 

 

2.1 ओपि एव ं क्लोज्ड शील्ड टीबीएम में अतंर/Difference between Open and Closed Shield 

TBM 

 

 Open shield type TBM refers to those providing lateral support only. They can be further 

classified into single shield and double shield. 

 

 Closed shield type TBM refers to those providing lateral support and frontal support. Some 

common TBM method under this category includes compressed air TBM, slurry shield TBM, 

earth pressure balance machine and mixed confinement shield. 

 

- Compressed air TBM is suitable for cohesive soils under water table (e.g. ground with 

low permeability with no major discontinuities).  

- Slurry shield TBM is suitable for soft ground and soft rock under water table and also for 

ground for high permeability.  

- Earth pressure balance machine is suitable for soft ground and soft rock under water 

table. It is not recommended for very abrasive and hard ground. 

 

2.2 ससगंल एवं डबल शील्ड टीबीएम में अतंर/Difference between Single and Double Shield 

TBM 

 

 In single shield TBM, it extends and moves forward by thrust cylinders on the last segment 

ring installed. Single shielded TBMs, which are less expensive, are more suitable to hard rock 

strata.  

 

 In double shield TBM, it consists of an extendable front shield which enhances the cutterhead 

to be extended. The gripper in the middle section of TBM is mobilized so that it pushes 

against the tunnel wall to react the boring forces. As these forces are dissipated, it allows the 

installation of lining segments during tunnel so that it increases the speed of tunnelling. Upon 

completion of a thrust stroke, the grippers are retracted and the end portion of TMB is pushed 

against the front shield by thrust cylinders. Double shielded TBMs are normally used in 

unstable rock strata, or where a high rate of advancement is required. 

 

2.3 टीबीएम का र्िुाव/Selection of TBM 

 

The choice of a single or double shielded TBM depends on the type of rock strata and the 

excavation speed required. Modern TBMs typically have an integrated shield. Shielded TBMs 

are generally used for fractured rocks with the help of concrete segments to support the unstable 
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tunnel walls behind the machine. Selection of the type of pressure-face TBM, an EPB or Slurry-

Face TBM may be determined based on the expected performance of the TBM in the anticipated 

ground conditions. To some extent, EPB TBMs are better suited to less permeable soils (clays), 

while Slurry-Face TBMs are better suited to more permeable soils (sands and gravels). 

 

There are five main types of TBMs that have been used to bore tunnels in rock: Main Beam, 

Single Shield, Double Shield, Earth Pressure Balance (EPB), and Slurry-face.  

 

2.3.1 Main Beam TBM: The most 

classic or famous of these is the 

Open Main Beam TBM. This Open 

type has been further standardized to 

the floating gripper type, now 

manufactured by German and 

Japanese manufacturers. The big 

advantage of the floating gripper 

type is the access it provides to rock 

immediately behind the cutterhead 

for rock support. The Main Beam 

TBM is normally used with 

temporary non-concrete lining, whereas most other types of TBMs are used with segmental 

lining. 

 

2.3.2 Single Shield TBM: The Single Shield is often used in softer formations, though in 

difficult or hard rock conditions the design has several drawbacks. The TBM relies solely on 

thrusting off the segments for advance, often requiring larger than necessary segments. The 

operation is also cyclic: while segments are being placed boring is discontinued. Another big 

disadvantage is that there is no reverse force reaction to manipulate the shield when it starts to 

get trapped. A further drawback of the Single Shield is the very poor access to the cutterhead area 

for ground conditioning with foams and grouts.  

 

 
 

2.3.3 Double Shield TBM: The Double Shield TBM has in recent years come into fairly 

common use, with key advantages in hard rock tunnels. The machine body is fully shielded to 

hold rock in place until the lining is set. Boring and segment erection happen concurrently. 
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However, this TBM type also has its drawbacks. It is long and therefore prone to being trapped. 

The design is very poor with regard to access to the cutterhead for use of foams and grouts. 

 

 
 

2.3.4 Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) TBMs: EPB TBMs are the most common and have been 

used successfully in the project area. These TBMs rely on balancing the thrust pressure of the 

machine against the soil and water pressures from the ground being excavated. This is a closed 

machine and is used usually for softer fairly cohesive soils. These TBMs can also mine through 

variable soils, and groundwater. The 

excavation method for an EPB TBM is 

based on the principle that tunnel face 

support (positive face pressure) is 

created by the excavated ground that is 

kept under pressure in the chamber by 

controlled muck removal through the 

rotation of the screw conveyor. The 

muck is thereafter removed by a 

conveyor belt and/or skips. 

 

2.3.5 Slurry-Face TBMs: Slurry-Face TBMs are likely to be required for tunnelling in gassy 

(gaseous) zones, where the addition of the slurry and the closed spoil removal system provides 

more protection against gas intrusion into the tunnel environment. Where lower gas 

concentrations are expected, EPB TBMs may be suitable. 

 

This is known as a closed machine, which is used for soils usually of varying hardness. With 

Slurry-Face TBMs, bentonite (clay) slurry is added in a pressurized environment at the tunnel 

excavation face. This combination of 

pressure and slurry stabilizes and 

supports the soils during excavation. 

Depending on the ground encountered, 

conditioners may be added to the slurry. 

Excavated soil is mixed with the slurry 

fluid and then pumped out of the tunnel 

to an above-ground separation plant 
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through large (approximately 450 mm diameter) pipelines with in-line booster pumps. The 

excavated materials are treated at a separation plant, where they are separated from the slurry 

mixture. This also allows safe dispersion of any potentially gaseous components without 

endangering tunnel personnel. 

 
2.3.6 Mix-shield: Mix-shield can be EPB or slurry based. The largest shield is a mix-shield of 

19.25 m. The cutterhead has combined features for hard rock and soil excavation. It enables the 

shield TBM to excavate through both rocks and soils, and rock-soil mixed face.  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Advantages Limitations 

 Flexible in excavation of rock, soil, and mixed 

ground.  

 Face pressure features are maintained by either EPB 

or slurry.  

 Equal distribution of pressures against mixed-face 

conditions. 

 Good performance in sands and gravels.  

 Gives better face stability (formation of mud-cake).  

 Allows access to the face with compressed air. 

 Very well adapted for excavating silty and clayey 

grounds. 

 No need of separation plant. 

 The use of additives (foams) enables EPB’s to be 

used with sandy-gravely soils. 

 Maintaining face pressure may be difficult, 

particularly for EPB based machine.  

 Cutter wear and damage is generally high.  

 Muck discharge may be difficult due to mixing of 

rock and soil.  

 Need of large separation plants for bentonite 

separation and treatment.  

 Not suitable for clayey-silty grounds. 

 Irregular distribution of pressure against mixed face 

conditions.  

 Problems when boulders are encountered: no 

possibility of fitting a rock crusher.  

 Wearing of the screw can lead to bad pressure 

distribution. 

 

3.0 सुरंग (टिल) निमााण/TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION 

 

Tunnel construction consists of a variety of activities. These include TBM procurement and 

mobilization, which also involves preparation of the work area and assembly of the machine and 

its components, followed by tunnel excavation. Tunnel excavation generally would range from 6 

to 8 months for a one-mile length, but would vary, depending on the ground conditions 

encountered, site and work area constraints, and the number of TBMs used. 

 

Urban tunnelling has the special challenge of requiring that the ground surface should be 

undisturbed. This means that ground subsidence must be avoided. The normal method of doing 

this is to maintain the soil pressures during and after the tunnel construction. There is some 

difficulty in doing this, particularly in varied rock strata (imagine tunnel boring through a region 

where the upper portion of the tunnel face is wet sand and the lower portion is hard rock). TBMs 
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with positive face control are used in such situations. There are three common types, namely 

Earth pressure balance (EPB), Bentonite slurry (BS), and compressed air (CA). The compressed 

air method is the oldest, but is falling out of favour due to the difficult working conditions it 

imposes. Both types (EPB and BS) are clearly preferred over open face methods in urban 

environments as they offer far superior ground control. When tunnelling in urban environments 

other tunnels and deep foundations need to be addressed in the early planning stages. The project 

must accommodate measures to mitigate any detrimental effects to other infrastructure. 
 

Tunnelling is expected to be performed with pressurized face Tunnel Boring Machines. The 

TBM type used for different reaches of the tunnels will be subject to varying, site-specific 

requirements, including geologic conditions. For instance, where hydrocarbons and/or gases are 

expected to be encountered, it is likely that a Slurry-Face TBM will be required. Where there is 

less contamination, it is expected that either a Slurry-Face or Earth-Pressure Balance (EPB) TBM 

will be used. Tunnels are constructed by pressurized face TBMs to optimize control of the 

ground and to minimize settlement overlying and surrounding the tunnels. In addition, this 

technology allows the tunnel lining to be installed concurrently and without lowering 

groundwater levels. 
 

3.1 टीबीएम मर्ाि क्षेत्र/TBM Staging Areas 

 

Typically, a tunnel staging site of roughly 

1 to 2 acres is required at the starting 

point of each tunnel drive for 

loading/unloading facilities, construction 

equipment, worker facilities and offices. 

Construction staging areas would be 

necessary for tunnel construction, similar 

to what is required for stations and 

ancillary facilities.  
 

Work areas are required to support tunnel 

excavation operations, including 

processing and removing tunnel spoils, 

handling precast concrete tunnel-lining segments, and tunnel utilities (such as ventilation, water 

supply, wastewater removal, power supply).  
 

3.2 टीबीएम पररवहि, ववतरण और हटािा/TBM Transport, Delivery and Removal 

 

TBM components will be shipped to the tunnel construction site by truck. Several oversize 

deliveries will be required, some during nights and weekends. However, these large component 

deliveries are limited to initial setup period for the TBM, as well as during the removal period. If 

a TBM is to be re-used to excavate a subsequent tunnel, the entire machine may be transported 

by road from one site to the next. This would require full or partial road closures, typically at 

night. 
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3.3 कटरहेड का ववकास/Evolution of Cutterhead 

 

The most important and key part of the TBM is the cutterhead, which has gone through a 

tremendous evolution. Over the years, cutterhead bucket openings have gradually gotten smaller 

and more refined in shape, evenly ingesting the broken rock instead of gathering in large and 

small chunks.  

 

Modern cutterheads are crack resistant by the use of flex-acceptable materials and welding 

techniques. Strategically placed wear-resistant material is now commonly used. Rear-mounted 

cutters are now standard. The designs are more “smooth” to reduce torque when against a loose 

face of rock or large blocks.  

 

If it is necessary to gain access through a bulkhead to 

the area behind cutterhead/ shield and similarly 

through a cutterhead to the area in front, the manhole 

openings of adequate size shall be provided. The 

design shall allow for safe access for inspection, 

service and maintenance work. Face support such as 

slot gate closures and/or compressed air may be 

provided.  

 

The cutterhead shall be equipped with a device to 

prevent unintentional movement of the head. This 

device shall be actuated if the cutterhead is stopped 

for other reasons than those normal to its working 

operation. Cutterhead consists of the following main 

parts –  

 

1. Endoscope pipes   2. Thrust cylinder  3. Flange for man lock 

4. Probe drill pipe   5. Bulk head door  6. Flange for material lock 

7. Gripper    8. Access pipe temporary  

9. Bentonite outlet excavation Chamber 10. Communicate pipe 11. Bulk head door  

12. Main drive    13. Rotary coupling  14. 3X flange for excess pipe 

15. Torque reaction cylinder  16. Probe drill pipe   

17. Feed line (working chamber)     18. Bulk head door  

19. Stone crusher flushing (working chamber)   20. Front gate   

21. Bentonite nozzle (working chamber)    22. Stone crusher  

23. Bentonite flushing (excavation chamber)   24. Suction line 25. Suction grid 

 

3.4 सुरंग (टिल) खदुाई/Tunnel Excavation 

 

TBMs are large-diameter horizontal drills that continuously excavate circular tunnel sections. 

The excavated materials are removed through the tunnel using hopper-type rail cars, conveyor 

belt systems, or closed spoil transport pipelines. As the machine advances, both the ground in 

front of the machine and the horizontal hole, it creates are continually supported by the TBM 

shield and pre-cast concrete tunnel liners that are installed as the machine progresses. This 
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method creates a tunnel with little or no disruption at the surface, and is especially suitable for 

creating a circular opening at greater depths. The concrete tunnel liner segments will have rubber 

gaskets between them to prevent water from entering the tunnel, and also allow the excavation to 

advance below the groundwater level. 

 

The TBMs require a launching area to start each tunnelling operation. Following excavation, the 

TBM would be dismantled and retrieved at the designated end point. The TBM can then be 

transported back to the launching area, reassembled, and repeat its journey for the second tunnel.  

 

3.4.1 Tunnel Drive: A tunnel drive consists of a series of activities –   

 

1. The TBM is advanced a small distance (typically 1.2 metre to 1.5 metre) by means of 

hydraulic jacks, which push against the previously installed tunnel lining ring. Following a 

complete push to advance the TBM, the hydraulic jacks are retracted and the next lining ring 

is installed. This process is repeated as the tunnel advances from one station to the next. 

 

2. When starting a tunnel drive from a shaft or station excavation, a heavy steel frame is 

typically erected to allow a rigid structure for the TBM to react against so that it can start to 

push forward. Temporary precast concrete segmental liners are erected behind the TBM, 

which allow for continued advancement. The initial tunnel lining segments erected within the 

shaft are later removed once the TBM is fully buried and is mining continuously. 

 

3. The pre-cast concrete liners are pre-fabricated 

off-site and delivered to the site by truck. 

Segment loads are estimated to be 6 to 10 per 

day for the duration of tunnelling based on an 

estimated overall excavation rate of 10 to 15 

metre per day. Segments needed for at least 

several days’ production are generally stored at 

the work site to allow continuous tunnelling. 

Tunnelling operations are typically continuous, occurring six or seven days a week, usually 

with two 10-hour shifts per day.  

 

4. Excavated material (spoils) is moved to the rear of the TBM by a screw conveyor and 

deposited on a conveyor belt. The conveyor belt drops the spoils into hopper-type mine cars, 

which are then taken back to the launching area by a locomotive operating on temporary rail 

tracks fastened to the bottom of the tunnel. At the shaft, the mine cars are lifted out by a crane 

or hoist, and the material is loaded into trucks or temporarily stockpiled for off-site disposal. 

Alternatively, belt conveyor systems could be used to transport spoils through the tunnel 

and/or from the shaft to the surface. With the use of pressurized-face TBMs, the spoils must 

generally undergo partial treatment before being loaded on trucks for off-site disposal. 

 

3.4.2 Disposal of Tunnel Spoils: Spoils would be transported off-site for disposal. However, 

because all tunnelling would be performed with pressurized face TBMs, the spoils would first 

undergo some treatment (such as drying or de-sanding) before being loaded onto trucks for off-

site disposal. For mostly sandy soils, drying can likely be accomplished on-site. For soils with 
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higher water content (clays), and in the event that the volume of such soils is substantial, an 

additional temporary off-site storage/drying location may be needed. 

 

3.5 घोल ट्रीटमेंट पलाटं/Slurry Treatment Plant 

 

With the Slurry-Face TBM method of tunnelling, bentonite slurry is used to apply fluid 

(hydraulic) pressure to the tunnel face and to transport soil cuttings from the tunnelling 

machine’s pressure chamber to the surface. The slurry mixed with soil cuttings is processed to 

separate the soil from the slurry. Soil is disposed at off-site, and the cleaned bentonite slurry is 

returned to the machine’s cutting chamber. 

 

The slurry that would be mixed at a surface plant is 

pumped in and out of the tunnel, and the TBM pressure 

chamber through a series of pipes. As a result, excavated 

material is kept enclosed and in a fluid state until it reaches 

the surface-based slurry separation plant. This method 

involves the setup of one or more temporary slurry 

treatment plants at the surface. The slurry treatment plant 

provides two basic functions:  

 

 preparation of the bentonite slurry by mixing the slurry for use in the tunnelling process, and  

 treatment of the used slurry (slurry discharge)  

 

The slurry discharge is pumped out via pipeline to the ground surface where it undergoes a 

separation process for soil removal. The removal process involves settling and the use of sieves 

for separation of large particles and centrifuges for small particles. Once the excavated material 

is separated from the slurry, the resulting soil can typically be stockpiled at the plant grounds or 

at off-site locations for approximately two to three days to dry before being hauled to a landfill or 

other disposal facility. 

 

The slurry plant is anticipated to require an approximately one-half-acre site for the equipment 

and enclosure. Water removed from the discharge slurry would be recycled for further use in 

preparing the bentonite slurry. As necessary, treatment plants may be containerized for size 

reduction and sound proofing. 

 

3.6 सुरंग (टिल) खदुाई धसँि और धसँि संरक्षण/Tunnel Excavation Settlement and Settlement 

Protection 
 

During the TBM tunnel excavation, the machine excavates slightly more soil than is taken up by 

the final lining. This is often referred to as ground loss (the term for the small excess of 

excavated volume). Such ground loss can produce surface settlement. The settlement can occur 

during mining or, depending on ground conditions, days or weeks after the mining. The use of 

pressurized-face TBMs minimizes this settlement. 
 

The amount of ground surface settlement will be a function of tunnel depth, tunnel size, 

proximity of adjacent tunnels, ground conditions, TBM characteristics and excavation 
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techniques. In addition to ensuring adequate face pressures through the use of pressurized-face 

TBMs, the requirement for precast segmental linings, grouted as the TBM advances, also 

minimizes settlement potential. The grouting operation is performed within the tunnel behind the 

TBM to promptly fill the annular space between the segmental lining and the surrounding 

ground. 
 

Pressure is maintained at the face of the TBM tunnel excavation to reduce the potential for 

ground loss, soil instability, and surface settlement. In addition, a rigid, precast, bolted, gasketed 

lining system would be employed. In combination with the face pressure, grout would be injected 

immediately behind the TBM, in the annular space between the installed precast concrete liners 

(tunnel rings) and the excavated ground.  
 

3.7 ग्रौटटगं/Grouting 

 

Prior to grouting, surface preparation would likely be required (traffic controls, removal of 

landscaping, etc.) to allow space for drilling equipment, installation of grout pipes, and injection 

of grout. In cases where large structures are over the tunnel, access into the buildings or 

basements could be required. In such cases, the use of the building could be restricted during 

grouting operations. After grouting is completed, the area would be restored. These grouting 

methods can in some cases use directional drilling, which can be done from off-street locations 

and can allow for horizontal orientation of grout holes along the tunnel alignment. 
 

3.7.1 Permeation Grouting: Permeation grouting is used to improve the ground prior to 

tunnelling. Chemical (sodium silicate) or cement-based grouts are injected into the ground to fill 

voids between soil particles and provide the soils with greater strength and stand-up time. This 

grout can be placed through pipes from the surface before the tunnel reaches the grouted area, 

from pits or shafts adjacent to the grouted area, or in some instances from the tunnel face. In this 

latter case, the tunnelling machine must be stopped for a period of time to drill ahead, install 

grout pipes, pump grout, and allow the grout to solidify. Permeation grouting is typically used in 

sandy soils, which are common in the project area. 
 

3.7.2 Compaction Grouting: Compaction grouting that involves consolidating the ground 

prior to or following tunnel excavation entails the controlled injection of a stiff grout (typically 

sand with a small amount of cement) into soils at and above the planned tunnel excavation. Grout 

pipes are installed in advance of tunnelling, and grout is injected to pre-consolidate the ground 

prior to the TBM or to replace ground lost after tunnel excavation. In either case, the grout 

improves the soil integrity and makes the ground more resistant to deformation. 

 

3.7.3 Compensation Grouting: With compensation grouting, the grout is injected as the tunnel 

is excavated. This involves controlled injection of grout between underground excavations and 

structures that require protection from settlement. For tunnel applications, the grout pipes are 

installed above the intended tunnel position, ahead of the TBM. Grout is injected above the 

tunnel crown as the TBM excavation advances. The grout thickens the soil above the tunnel 

crown and replaces some of the ground that may be lost during the tunnelling. This method 

prevents ground loss from propagating to the surface, thus avoiding settlement. A key component 

in compensation grouting is monitoring both structures and ground movements to optimize the 

timing and quantities of grout injected. 
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3.8 वेंटटलेशि/Ventilation 

 

Project tunnelling specifications will require excess ventilation capacity. The primary measure 

used for safety in the event of encountering gas is having adequate ventilation, which dilutes and 

transports gases out of the tunnel. The main ventilation systems will exhaust flammable gas or 

vapours from the tunnel, which has to be provided with explosion- relief mechanisms, and 

constructed of fire-resistant materials. In addition, gas monitoring devices will be utilized to 

automatically shut down electric power to the TBM. Gas levels will be monitored continuously 

to ensure maintenance of safe exposure levels. TBMs and other equipment used in the tunnel will 

be sealed and be of explosion proof design for use in a gassy environment. Some of the harmful 

gases are Methane i.e. combustible when mixed with air, and similarly Hydrogen Sulphide that 

must be maintained well below the safe worker exposure limit.  

 

In addition, special personal protective equipment, such as oxygen generating self rescuers and 

supplied-air respirators, will be readily available in key locations within the tunnel in potential 

hydrogen sulphide zones or when warranted by air monitoring. 

 

3.9 सुरंग (टिल) अस्तर निमााण/Tunnel Lining Construction 

 

Precast concrete segments with gaskets will furnish 

the initial and final support of the tunnel. Single-

pass, double-gasketed, precast concrete segments are 

the lining system of choice to limit infiltration of 

water and gas through the final lining. These 

systems provide a high-quality tunnel lining close 

behind the TBM excavation. In areas of gassy 

ground, however, additional steps may be required 

to provide greater protection against gas leakage into 

the tunnel environment, either during or following 

tunnel excavation. 

 

The precast concrete segments are fabricated off-site and delivered by truck. Several days or 

weeks of segments may be stored at the work site to ensure an uninterrupted supply to the tunnel 

excavation operations. Care is required to ensure that the segment gaskets are not damaged 

during transport, shipment, or by prolonged exposure to sunlight. 

 

Depending on the gasket composition and the typical storage period, the segment gaskets may 

need to be installed at the site, rather than at an off-site pre-fabrication facility. If this is 

necessary, a small enclosure is required to install the gaskets under controlled conditions. 

 

3.10 बैकअप ससस्टम/Backup System 

 

Tunnel boring production is often limited by the speed of muck removal and the supply of critical 

construction material to the TBM. The backup system, or trailing equipment, is as important as 

the machine itself.  
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3.10.1 Single-Track Backup Systems: A single-track 

backup system has the advantage of being short, simple 

to operate and simple to maintain. If the tunnel is small in 

diameter, short in length, or the equipment assembly area 

is restricted, a single-track backup is often the best 

solution. Similarly, single-track systems are frequently 

used if the TBM must start from the bottom of a shaft. 

Depending on your construction schedule and 

requirements, single-track systems can be used with 

continuous conveyors or with muck trains. 

 

3.10.2 Double-Track Backup Systems: When using 

muck cars in large-diameter tunnels, double-track backup 

systems ensure maximum production. By installing a 

California switch behind the backup, empty muck cars 

can be kept near the loading point while others are being 

filled. This minimizes delays between trains and 

optimizes advance rates. 
 

3.10.3 Rubber Tired Vehicle Backup Systems: Rubber tired vehicle backup systems allow 

muck to be removed by conveyor or truck. This permits roadbed construction to be carried out 

simultaneously with tunnel excavation. As a result of this flexibility, they are often used in large 

diameter tunnels for rail, road, and hydroelectric projects. 
 

3.10.4 Backup Mounted Equipment 
 

Ventilation: 
 

 Dust scrubbers (wet or dry) with fans and silencers 

 Fresh-air flexible ventilation duct cassettes 

 Fresh air booster fans 
 

Ground support: 
 

 Shotcreting equipment, decks and robots 

 Variable cutterhead speed 

 Concrete segment transport and storage 

 Back-filling systems for concrete segment lining 

 Drill Systems for pattern bolting 
 

Water & Compressed air: 
 

 Backup mounted compressors 

 Compressed air distribution system 

 Industrial fresh water distribution system 

 Cooling water recirculation systems 

 Compressed air and/or water hose reels 
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Electrical: 

 

 High voltage cable reels 

 Emergency generators 

 Emergency lighting 

 

4.0  उठािे के उपकरण/LIFTING APPLIANCES   

 

Lifting appliances means a crane, hoist machinery, derrick, winch, gin pole, sheer legs, jack, 

hoist drum, slewing machinery, slewing bearing fasteners, loffing machinery sheaves, pulley 

blocks, hooks or other equipment used for lifting materials, objects or building workers and 

lifting gears means ropes, chain slings, shackles, hooks, lifting lugs, wire ropes, lifting eyebolts 

and eye nuts and other accessories of a lifting appliance. Some of these are illustrated here: 

 

4.1 के्रि/Crane 

 

A crane is a lifting machine, generally equipped with a winder (also called a wire rope drum), 

wire ropes or chains and sheaves that can be used both to lift and lower materials and to move 

them horizontally. It uses one or more simple machines to create mechanical advantage and thus 

move loads beyond the normal capability of a human. Cranes are commonly employed in the 

construction industry, lifting of heavy material, girders etc. 

 

4.1.1 Mobile cranes: The most basic type of mobile crane consists of a truss or telescopic 

boom mounted on a mobile platform - be it on road, rail or water. 

 

 Truck-Mounted Crane 

 

 

Description: Crane mounted on a truck carrier provides the mobility for this type of crane. These 

cranes are able to travel on highways, eliminating the need for special equipment to transport the 

crane. When working on the jobsite, outriggers are extended horizontally from the chassis then 

vertically to level and stabilize the crane while stationary and hoisting. Many truck cranes have 

slow-travelling capability (a few miles per hour) while suspending a load. Great care must be 
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taken not to swing the load sideways from the direction of travel, as most anti-tipping stability 

then lies in the stiffness of the chassis suspension. 

 

Most cranes of this type also have moving counterweights for stabilization beyond that provided 

by the outriggers. Loads suspended directly aft are the most stable, since most of the weight of 

the crane acts as a counterweight. Factory-calculated charts (or electronic safeguards) are used by 

crane operators to determine the maximum safe loads for stationary work as well as (on-rubber) 

loads and travelling speeds. Truck cranes range in lifting 

capacity from about 12900 kg to 13155 kg. 

 

 All Terrain Crane: A mobile crane with the necessary 

equipment travels at speed on public roads and on rough 

terrain at the job site using all-wheel and crab steering. 

AT‘s combine the road ability of Truck-mounted Cranes 

and the maneuverability of Rough Terrain Cranes. AT’s 

have 2-9 axles and are designed for lifting loads up to 

1,200 tons. 

 

 Gantry Crane: Gantry cranes, which lift objects 

by a hoist that is fitted in a hoist trolley and can 

move horizontally. A gantry crane or portal crane 

is supported by uprights, usually with wheels at 

the foot of the uprights allowing the whole crane 

to traverse. Some portal cranes may have only a 

fixed gantry, particularly when they are lifting 

loads such as railway cargoes that are already 

easily moved beneath them. 

 

 

 Scissor Lift Crane: A scissor lift is a type of platform that can 

only move vertically. The mechanism to achieve this is the use of 

linked, folding supports in a criss-cross "X" pattern, known as 

scissor. The upward motion is achieved by the application of 

pressure to the outside of the lowest set of supports, elongating 

the crossing pattern, and propelling the work platform vertically. 

The platform may also have an extending ‘bridge’ to allow closer 

access to the work area, because of the inherent limits of vertical-

only movement. 

 

The contraction of the scissor action can be hydraulic, pneumatic 

or mechanical. Depending on the power system employed on the 

lift, it may require no power to enter ‘descent’ mode, but rather a 

simple release of hydraulic or pneumatic pressure. This is the 

main reason that these methods of powering the lifts are 
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preferred, as it allows a fail-safe option of returning the platform to the ground by release of 

a manual valve. 

 

4.1.2 Hydra Crane: Hydraulic mobile pick and 

carry 14 T capacity crane consists of spotted boom, 

rope compensation and higher winch capacity. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 फ़ोका  सलफ्ट Fork Lift 

 

A fork lift or lift truck is a machine which lifts and transports 

materials by using forks under the load. These are available in 

different models and capacities for different working 

environment and requirement. These are generally powered by 

an LPG, gasoline or diesel fuelled internal combustion engine 

or electric motor powered by battery. Counterweight which 

compensates for the load is at the rear of the machine. Load is 

lowered, raised and tilted by the mast which is operated 

hydraulically and consists of a cylinder and interlocking rails. 

The applications of lift trucks are lifting and removing of 

materials to the job sites and in various construction projects 

like roads, highways, buildings etc. 

 

4.3 होइस्ट मशीिरी/Hoist Machinery 

 

A hoist is a device used for lifting or lowering a load by 

means of a drum or lift-wheel around which rope or chain 

wraps. It may be manually operated, electrically or 

pneumatically driven and may use chain, fiber or wire rope 

as its lifting medium. The load is attached to the hoist by 

means of a lifting hook. 

 

4.4 बैकहो लोडर/Backhoe Loader 

 

An important engineering machine which comprises 

of a small backhoe in the rear end, a tractor, front 

shovel and replaceable bucket, can duplicate the 

work of a bulldozer, front end loader and excavator. 

The backhoe loader also has the advantage of being 

driven directly to the different job areas. These can 

also be associated with variety of other instruments 

like augers, hydraulic hammers, asphalt grinders 

and grapples. The attachment of different tools 
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allows backhoe loaders to do multiple jobs like Light demolition; Transportation of light building 

material; Digging holes; Paving roads; Breaking asphalt; Small urban engineering projects. 

 

4.5 जजि पोल डरेरक/Gin pole derrick 

 

Gin pole derrick (also known as standing derrick or 

pole derrick) is a derrick without a boom with single 

tower or mast supported by 4 guy wires (two side 

guys, fore guy and rear guy). Its guys are so 

arranged from its top as to permit leaning the mast in 

any direction. The base of the tower is hinged and 

the top of the tower is connected to a pulley system 

for load lifting. As this is a simple derrick system, it 

is considered to be used by some agencies as an 

improvised rescue derrick in an emergency situation 

where no suitable rescue derrick or crane is 

available. 

 

5.0 कंक्रीट बैचर्गं एवं समजक्संग पलांट/CONCRETE BATCHING AND MIXING 

PLANT 

 

Salient Features:  

 

 Concrete Batching / Mixing plant are 

available in 45/60/90/120 cum/hr capacity. 

 Aggregate stored in Inline Bins. 

 Aggregate weigh is suspended on Four “S” 

type load cells, gives higher accuracy. 

 Independent weighing system for 

Aggregate/Cement/Water & Additive. 

 Fully Automatic-Electronic operation with 

PLC/PC Control. 

 Available with Single Shaft / Twin Shaft / 

PAN / Planetary type Mixers. 

 Reliable, Fast and Accurate Electronic 

Weighing System for major inputs. 

 Cement / fly ash storage & conveying system 

from 20 to 200 MT capacities. 

 Microwave Moisture Meter. 

 Computer SCADA System with software. 

 Radial Conveyor Belt for Aggregate Feeding 
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5.1 कंक्रीट समक्सर ट्रक/Concrete Mixer Truck 

 

The hydrostatic truck mixer transports concrete /mortar 

directly from plant to the place where it is to be poured. 

Concrete mixer with various capacities like 3, 4 and 6 

cum is mounted on truck. It has a wide range of 

applications specially for mass concreting works like 

Multi-storeyed buildings, Bridge works etc. The basic 

function of transit mixer is to maintain the concrete's 

liquid state, through the turning of the drum till the point of delivering at construction site. 

 

6.0 टीबीएम काया के साथ जुड़ी हुई जोखखमें/RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH TBM 

WORKING  
 

The use of Tunnel Boring Machines improves safety. In order to select the appropriate TBM, it is 

essential to have a precise and timely knowledge of the characteristics of the ground to be drilled 

so that it can be perfectly defined all the measures can be implemented to prevent the appearance 

of unforeseen types of ground and to avoid dangers affecting the personnel and technical means. 
 

It must not be forgotten that the works are developed in an underground environment, and there 

is movement of ground as the excavation progresses. That is the reason why risks may be present 

both during the construction stage and after completion of the project. So, different factors like 

these must be taken into account in the ground study: 

  

 Possibility of ground settlements which may cause the tunnel to collapse, so that enough 

overburden is intended to be above the tunnel.  

 Possible presence of water which may involve problems in the excavation, such as landslides.  

 Loss of ground which sometimes results in the appearance of chimneys.  

 TBM blockage in the ground.  

 The hardness and abrasiveness of rocks result in an important reduction in the TBMs capacity 

and a considerable increase in the maintenance expenses (e.g., replacement of cutting disks 

which get worn out more easily due to the abrasiveness of the ground. As a consequence, this 

technique may stop being profitable or even become unviable.  

 Presence of gases. 

 Probability of a fire to happen. The level of risk is increased in very long tunnels, and it can 

be mitigated if the necessary emergency runways are built simultaneously.  

 Impossibility to carry out ground treatments from the interior of the tunnel. 

 

TBMs are complex machines, the handling and proper operation of which requires specialized 

personnel able to get the most out of the TBM and with more than enough reaction capacity in 

order to find solutions to every problem and unforeseen events which may arise. In occasions, 

due to reasons beyond the excavation itself, financial risks (mainly Loss of Profits) may arise due 

to a delay in the construction derived from problems such as increase in time spent in receiving 

spare parts, delays in logistics and supplies, maintenance, etc. For example, the TBM needs 

continuous supply of electric power, and a delay in the logistics of the process results in long 
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stoppage times due to reasons beyond the excavation itself, which may also involve financial 

risk. The work routine may also be an inconvenient, as the personnel may forget the risks present 

at the working environment. 

 

*** 
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lanHkZ@REFERANCE 
 

1 Compendium of Construction Equipments – RDSO Lucknow 

2 www.media.metro.net 

3 www.mapfre.com 

4 www.ctta.org 

5 www.dublintunnel.ie 

6 www.portal.tpu.ru 

7 www.imia.com 

8 www.ncus.ntu.edu.sg 

9 www.jaipurmetrorail.in 

10 www.delhimetrorail.com 

11 www.rockgeotech.org 

12 www.masterbuilder.co.in 

13 www.robbinstbm.com 

14 www.nbmcw.com 

 

  

*** 

 

  

http://www.delhimetrorail/
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  fVIi.kh@NOTES   
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xq.koRrk uhfr 
 

jsyksa esa ;k=h vkSj eky ;krk;kr dh c<rh ek¡x dks iwjk djus 

ds fy, xq.koRrk Áca/k Á.kkyh esa vuqla/kku] fMtkbuksa vkSj 

ekudksa esa mRd`"Vrk rFkk lrr~ lq/kkjksa ds ek/;e ls lkafof/kd 

vkSj fu;ked vis{kkvksa dks iwjk djrs gq, lqjf{kr] vk/kqfud vkSj 

fdQk;rh jsy izkS|ksfxdh dk fodkl djukA 
 

------------------------------------------------ 
 

QUALITY POLICY 
 

To develop safe, modern and cost effective 

Railway technology complying with Statutory and 

Regulatory requirements, through excellence in 

Research, Designs & Standards and Continual 

improvements in Quality Management System to 

cater to growing demand of passenger and freight 

traffic on the Railways. 
 

fMLDysej@Disclaimer 
 

The document prepared by CAMTECH is meant for the dissemination of the 

knowledge/ information mentioned herein to the field staff of Indian Railways. The 

contents of this handbook/booklet are only for guidance and not statutory. Most of 

the data & information contained herein in the form of numerical values are 

indicative and based on the tests/trials conducted by various agencies generally 

believed to be reliable.  While reasonable care and effort has been taken to ensure 

that information given is at the time believed to be fare and correct and opinion 

based thereupon are reasonable. Due to very nature of research it can not be 

represented that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. 

The reader/user is supposed to refer the relevant codes/ manuals available on the 

subject before actual implementation in the field.  
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gekjk mís’; 

 
 

vuqj{k.k iz©|©fxdh vkSj dk;Ziz.kkyh dks mUu;u djuk rFkk mRikndrk vkSj 

jsYos dh ifjlEifRr ,oa tu’kfDr ds fu"iknu esa lq/kkj djuk ftlls vUrfoZ"k;ksa 

esa fo’oluh;rk] mi;ksfxrk vkSj n{krk izkIr dh tk ldsA 

 

;fn vki bl lUnHkZ esa dksbZ fopkj vkSj lq>ko nsuk pkgrs gksa rks d`i;k gesa bl irs ij fy[ksa%  

 

lEidZ lw=  %  mi funs’kd ¼flfoy½ 

 

i=kpkj dk irk  %  Hkkjrh; jsy mPp vuqj{k.k izkS|ksfxdh dsUnz] 

Ekgkjktiqj] Xokfy;j ¼e-iz-½  

fiudksM - 474005 
 

VsyhQksu  % 0751&2470869 

 

QSDl   % 0751&2470841 

 

bZ&esy   % dircivilcamtech@gmail.com 

 

Our Objective 

 

To upgrade Maintenance Technologies and Methodologies and achieve 

improvement in productivity and performance of all Railway assets 

and manpower which inter-alia would cover Reliability, Availability, 

and Utilisation. 
 

If you have any suggestion & comments, please write to us: 
 

 Contact person : Dy. Director (Civil), 

  

Postal Address :  Indian Railway Centre for Advanced  

    Maintenance Technology, 

    Maharajpur, Gwalior (M.P.) 

    Pin code – 474 005 

  

Phone   : (0751) - 2470869 

  
Fax   : (0751) – 2470841 

 

Email   : dircivilcamtech@gmail.com 

 


